2021 Daewoong Global Scholarship
Program
Application period: 2021.02.22(Mon) ~ 03.20(Sat)
Global Scholarship Program (GSP)
is an annual scholarship program that seeks outstanding international students who are currently studying in
local universities in South Korea. It sponsors and nurtures them, helping them to develop into strong, confident
contributing members of society that are globally qualified. GSP scholarships provide financial support during the
school year so that students can focus on their studies. It also provides well-rounded internships opportunities
so that students can have hands-on experiences in Korean companies. It allows students to join actual company
projects to learn the process of working in their desired field. It is a program that is designed for assisting
potentially global talents who are entering society to settle down after graduation.

Benefits

How to Apply

500k Won monthly scholarship during the semester
(vacation is excluded)

Make your own personal video (5 minutes)
※Video Title: 2021 DF_[Candidate's Name]

Internship offer during holiday
(internship fee will be supported separately)

※Video content :
① Self Introduction
(Others opinions about your greatest strength & weakness)
② Why did you choose to study in South Korea?
③ The reason that you must join GSP
④ Your expectations after joining GSP

Opportunity to gain real working experience from
company projects
Career development programs (how to write a good CV
and cover letter, interview tips and successful
employment cases by previous participants, etc.)
Excellent students can receive job recommendations
and a letter of recommendations after completion

Visit our registration site, upload your personal video and
application form on our site.
※Registration site: dftalent.vividapp.kr
Scan the QR Code to register!

Eligibility
International students who enrolled in local university
(bachelor, master, or PhD students)
Able to communicate in Korean language (exceptions
will be made only for those majoring in research related
majors that are required to communicate in English
ex: medicine, engineering, etc)

Recipients
Number of Recipients: 00 participants

Selection Process

Results
2021.03.25 (To be confirmed)
Daewoong Foundation website (daewoongfoundation.or.kr)
SNS (Facebook, Instagram) and individual announcement

Recruitment

Application

Screening

Selection

※Untact interview (ZOOM) will be conducted if necessary

For more details, please visit Daewoong Foundation website and SNS.

Contact Us:

df@daewoong.co.kr

daewoongfoundation.or.kr

Daewoong Foundation

Daewoong Foundation

02-550-8915
@daewoongfoundation

